Weekly Committee Schedule

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Committee on Commerce

Monday, May 17, 2004
Committee Room No. 1

INSTRUMENTS TO BE HEARD:

NO MEETING IS SCHEDULED

Tuesday, May 18, 2004
9:00 A.M.

INSTRUMENTS TO BE HEARD:

HB 824 PINAC — AMUSEMENTS/TICKETS: Repeals provision which prohibits the sale of admission tickets for more than the price on the face of the ticket.

HB 1261 PINAC — ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT: Amends Louisiana Business and Industrial Corporation Act to include limited liability companies and revises certain licensing requirements.

HB 1331 PINAC — COSMETOLOGY: Makes various changes to the Louisiana Cosmetology Act, including fees, booth permits, minimum classroom footage, and record certification.

SB 13 THEUNISSEN — AIRCRAFT/AVIATION: Provides for a notice of the proposed construction of and for the marking of certain wireless communication facilities.

SB 97 ADLEY — RADIO/TV: Repeals licensing requirement for citizens band radio technicians.

SB 137 C FIELDS — COMMERCIAL REGULATIONS: Requires the Department of Economic Development to provide certain notice to retail businesses.

SB 148 ELLINGTON — AGRICULTURAL COMMODITIES: Provides relative to effective financing statements for farm products.

SB 295 NGAUTREAX — COMMERCIAL REGULATIONS: Provides requirements for gift certificates.

SB 366 HINES — AMUSEMENTS/SPORTS: Increases and imposes new fines for certain violations and allows for certain inspections pursuant to the Amusement Rides and Attraction Law. (2/3-CA7s2.1(A))

SB 372 THEUNISSEN — CONSUMERS: Expand the use of proceeds obtained by a consumer from a consumer loan made by a lender pursuant to the Louisiana Motor Vehicle Financing Act.

SB 374 HOLLIS — BANKS/BANKING: Changes the Additional Default Remedies Act and allows for self-repossession of certain collateral by a secured party.

SB 668 HOLLIS — FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS: Provides for criminal penalties for illegal acceptance, payment, or holding of deposits. (gov sig)

SB 768 HOLLIS — SEIZURES/SALES: Requires a secured party who proceeds with repossession without judicial process to file a notice of repossession with the clerk of court and to pay certain fees. (2/3-CA7s2.1(A))

SB 815 SCHEDLER — FEES/LICENSES/PERMITS: Provides for the Employee Assistance Professional Certification Act. (gov sig)

SCR 6 SCHEDLER — ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT: Re-creates the Task Force on Regional and Local Economic Development to review industry attraction, expansion, and retention initiatives at the local and regional level, and adds some new member organizations.
Hainkel — Congress: Memorialize Congress to support and expand the operations of the National Finance Center in New Orleans.

Legislative instruments may be deleted (does not require house rules suspension) or added (requires house rules suspension) prior to the meeting date. (House Rules 14.23 and 14.24) See the daily notice of committee meetings posted prior to meeting date.

Gil Pinac
Chairman